
A Renal Care company. Acquired
Cafeto Software services to transform

how nephrologists prescribe 
medication to their patients.

CASE STUDY



This company specializes 
in Chronic Kidney Disease 

care. Their outpatient
hospital looks after an 

average of 7000 to 8000 
patients nationwide.

Nephrologists, based on 
the diagnosis, choose the 
medications required for 
renal patient's monthly 

formulation.

Context



• Some medications can cause reactions
interacting with another one. A few are easy to
control, some can be modified, and others are
better to avoid.

• Sometimes nephrologists in their care process,
as they are fast, is not enough to search the
bibliography and literature to see if the
prescription has a reaction interacting with
another.

• If you have a saved document, the doctor has
to print it, and it is not practical or environment
friendly.





To support this prescription process

•We'll simplify, get the extensive volume of prescribed 
medications for patients, and give them possible reactions they 
may have interacting with each other.

•We'll alert the patients when they should avoid combining 
medications, when it should be considered a modification, or 
when it can be prescribed, but it's necessary to monitor in 
therapy.



App distribution: Hybrid Development



Team

Mobile Dev.

100%
QA
15%

Management

15%
UX

10%
DevOps

10%



TECH STACK



"They’re experienced, technically skilled, and 
communicate well. I like that they are close in time 
zone with us, as well."



About Cafeto
Cafeto is a global software development company with a
presence in the United States and Latin America to help
companies build their dream products by guiding the
whole development process, starting from strategy to
delivery and maintenance.

Cafeto works with global enterprises and small
businesses, and early-stage startups based on specific
milestones and where they want to be in the project
timeline to turn their ideas into reality through its four
lines of service: our Software Factory, Development
Staff Augmentation, Digital Agency, and Support &
Operations.
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